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Compliant Control of Multicontact and
Center-of-Mass Behaviors in Humanoid Robots
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Abstract—This paper presents a new methodology for the analy-
sis and control of internal forces and center-of-mass (CoM) behav-
ior, which are produced during multicontact interactions between
humanoid robots and the environment. The approach leverages the
virtual-linkage model that provides a physical representation of the
internal and CoM resultant forces with respect to reaction forces
on the supporting surfaces. A grasp/contact matrix describing the
complex interactions between contact forces and CoM behavior
is developed. Based on this model, a new torque-based approach
for the control of internal forces is suggested and illustrated on
the Asimo humanoid robot. The new controller is integrated into
the framework for whole-body-prioritized multitasking, thus en-
abling the unified control of CoM maneuvers, operational tasks,
and internal-force behavior. The grasp/contact matrix is also pro-
posed to analyze and plan internal force and CoM control policies
that comply with frictional properties of the links in contact.

Index Terms—Humanoid robots, multicontact behaviors, prior-
itized control.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
N IMPORTANT problem in humanoids is their ability to

manipulate and maneuver in their environments through

whole-body multicontact interactions. This ability is a necessary

skill that enables humanoids to operate dexterously in human

environments using their whole bodies. For example, see the in-

teraction shown in Fig. 1. To address this challenge, we analyze

here the complex interdependencies between whole-body con-

tacts and their relationship with center-of-mass (CoM) and task

behaviors. We create contact models using the virtual-linkage

model [35], which describes the relationship between resultant

and reaction forces, pressure points, and internal tensions be-

tween closed loops. We analyze the dynamics of internal forces

and use the virtual-linkage model to create a controller that reg-

ulates them to desired values. We integrate the proposed control

methods with our framework for prioritized multitasking [29],
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Fig. 1. Real-time simulation of a multicontact behavior with user-enabled
interactive control of the robot’s right hand. A virtual-linkage model is overlaid,
capturing the internal-force behaviors acting between supporting bodies. The
black and white circle corresponds to the robot’s CoM position, which is placed
above the stability area determined by the three supporting contacts.

addressing the unified control of constraints, CoM maneuvers,

operational tasks, postures, and internal forces.

The contributions of this work are as follows: 1) An in-depth

analysis and modeling of CoM and internal-force behavior with

respect to surface-friction properties; 2) identification of the

torque manifold associated with contact closed loops and the

development of feedback controllers to regulate internal-force

behavior; and 3) the analysis of the conditions of friction stability

as well as contact rotational behavior with respect to CoM and

internal-force behaviors.

Since the early 1980s, contact interactions in robots have been

addressed, with work on dynamics and force control in the con-

text of robotic manipulation [15] [25]. Cooperative distributed

manipulation became important to enable the handling of heavy

objects [1]. To describe the behavior of the object independently

of the manipulators, an augmented object model was proposed

based on dynamically consistent representations [17]. Research

began to focus on modeling multigrasp behaviors and the asso-

ciated internal forces acting between manipulators [21]. Using

a closed-chain mechanism, which is called the virtual-linkage

model, decoupled-object behavior and accurate dynamic con-

trol of internal forces were addressed [35]. Mobile robotic plat-

forms equipped with robotic manipulators were developed [12],

and multigrasp manipulation was implemented using efficient
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operational-space algorithms [4]. The dynamics and control of

task and postural behaviors in humanoid robots were addressed

and prioritized multitask controllers were developed to enable

the unified force-level control of constraints, task, and postures

[28].

The aim of this new research is to analyze and model whole-

body multicontact interactions and provide a control platform

that enables humanoids to manipulate and maneuver efficiently

in their environments. It is, therefore, important to understand

the relationship between reaction forces on contact bodies, in-

ternal tensions and moments acting between these contacts, and

whole-body task and motion behaviors. Because this work con-

nects with legged locomotion, it is useful to review modern

developments in this area. Since the 1960s, dynamic legged lo-

comotion has been a center of attention [8]. The zero-moment

point criterion (ZMP) was developed to evaluate CoM accel-

eration boundaries [33]. Implementations of simple dynamic-

control algorithms for multilegged running robots followed the

method given in [24]. ZMP methods for humanoid robots were

pioneered around the same times [30], [31] and later perfected

as part of the Honda humanoid program [11]. To enable gen-

eralized multicontact-locomotion behaviors, extensions to the

ZMP dynamic-evaluation criterion were developed [10]. Com-

pliant multicontact behaviors using optimal distribution of con-

tact forces has recently been explored [13]. For multilegged sys-

tems, finding CoM-static placements given frictional constraints

was tackled in [2] and [5]. The field of legged locomotion is vast

and continues to broaden with pioneering contributions in areas

such as hybrid nonlinear control [32], [34], biomimetic-coupled

oscillators [3], [14], and passive dynamic walking [6], [20].

In this paper, we analyze and control the interactions between

whole-body contacts, CoM, and task behaviors. We define multi-

ple centers of pressure (CoP’s) to abstract the behavior of contact

bodies. When the CoP of a contact body approaches an edge, a

nonzero moment takes place about that edge causing the body to

rotate. By controlling the position of contact CoP’s, we control

contact rotational behavior. We use the virtual-linkage model to

describe multicontact and CoM whole-body behaviors. We de-

fine a grasp/contact matrix to establish the relationship between

resultant forces at the CoM and internal and reaction forces

on contact bodies. We create dynamically correct controllers

to govern the behavior of contact CoP’s, internal tensions, and

normal moments. Using control structures that are orthogonal to

CoM and task behavior, we integrate internal-force controllers

with our previous framework for prioritized multitask control.

The capabilities and effectiveness of our methods are vali-

dated through whole-body multicontact simulations performed

on a dynamical simulator of the Honda Asimo robot. CoM track-

ing, fulfillment of contact constraints, and internal-force control

are achieved with high accuracy.

II. MODELING OF INTERNAL FORCES AND CENTERS OF

PRESSURE AND CENTER-OF-MASS BEHAVIOR USING THE

VIRTUAL-LINKAGE MODEL

The objective of this section is to analyze multicontact inter-

actions between a humanoid robot and its environment and to

Fig. 2. Decomposition of internal forces and moments. We decompose internal
forces and moments into contact CoP’s, internal tensions, and normal moments.
Contact CoP’s allow us to control contact rotational behavior, while internal
tensions and normal moments allow us to control the behavior of contact points
with respect to surface-friction properties.

develop contact models that fully characterize the contact state

of the robot. We first assign multiple contact CoP’s associated

with each contact extremity. Because contact CoP’s are points

with zero tangential moments, we use them to evaluate and con-

trol contact rotational stability. Ensuring that all contact CoP’s

stay within contact boundaries prevents unwanted edge rota-

tions of the links in contact. We develop contact models using

the virtual-linkage model defined with respect to CoP positions

and relate CoM and internal-force behavior with respect to con-

tact forces. These models are then used in the next section to

control the robot’s overall contact state and CoM behavior.

We consider whole-body contact scenarios where multiple

extremities of the robot are in stable contact against flat surfaces

(see Fig. 2). In this case, every contact imposes six constraints on

the robot’s mobility. We assume that each extremity in contact

has enough joints with respect to the base link to enable the in-

dependent control of its position and orientation. This condition

translates into the existence of six or more independent mechan-

ical joints between the base link and the extremity in contact.

We consider contact scenarios involving an arbitrary number of

supporting extremities, which is represented by the number ns .

Flat supporting contacts impose 6ns constraints on the robot’s

motion, where six of these constraints provide the support to

maneuver the robot’s CoM and the other 6(ns − 1) describe

the internal forces and moments acting on the closed loops that

exist between supporting extremities [35]. Internal forces and

moments play two different roles in characterizing the contact

behavior of the robot: 1) Contact CoP’s define the behavior of

the contact links with respect to edge or point rotations, and
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Fig. 3. Forces acting on a supporting body (e.g., the right foot). Establishing
the balance of moments on each contact body allows us to determine the position
of contact CoP’s.

2) internal tensions and moments describe the behavior of the

contact links with respect to the friction characteristics associ-

ated with the contact surfaces.

A. Center of Pressure Points

For a number of ns links in contact, we associate ns contact

CoP’s. Each contact CoP is defined as the 2-D point on the

contact surface where tangential moments are equal to zero.

Therefore, 2ns coordinates describe all contact pressure points.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate a multicontact scenario involving three

supporting contacts on the robot’s feet and left hand, and an

operational task designed to interact with the robot’s right hand.

We focus on the analysis of the forces and moments taking place

on a particular contact body (see Fig. 3). Based on the studies of

Vukobratović and Borovac [33], we abstract the influence of the

robot’s body above the kth supporting extremity by the inertial

and gravity force fsk
, and the inertial and gravity moment msk

acting on a sensor point Sk . For simplicity, we assume that the

sensor is located at the mechanical joint of the contact extremity.

Here, Pk represents the contact CoP of the kth contact extremity,

frk
is the vector of reaction forces acting on Pk , and mrk

is

the vector of reaction moments acting on Pk . The frame {O}
represents an inertial frame of reference located outside of the

robot and the frame {Sk} represents a frame of reference located

at the sensor point. All force quantities are described with respect

to the sensor frame. Assuming the supporting foot is in static

contact, we formulate the following equation balancing inertial,

gravitational, and reaction moments [9]:

OP k × frk
+ mrk

= OSk × fsk
+ msk

− OGk × Mkg.

(1)

Here, Gk is the position of the center of gravity of the kth

supporting extremity, Mk is the mass below the sensor point, and

g is the gravitational acceleration vector. To compute the foot’s

CoP’s, we consider the tangential part of the above equation

with respect to the contact surface, i.e.,

[
OP k × frk

= OSk × (fsk
− Mkg) + m′

sk

]Tk

(2)

where

m′
sk

△
= msk

− SkGk × Mkg (3)

is a modified moment that includes the moment arm of the grav-

ity at the sensor point, and the superscript Tk denotes tangential

directions of the kth contact body. Note that mrk
does not ap-

pear above because the definition of contact CoP implies zero

tangential moments. Considering the force-balance equation

frk
= fsk

− Mkg (4)

we arrange (2) as
[
(OP k − OSk ) × frk

]Tk

= m′Tk
sk

(5)

and solve it to get the CoP for the kth contact link as follows:

Pkx = Skx −
frk x

frk z

(
Skz − Pkz

)
−

m′
sy

frk z

(6)

Pky = Sky −
frk y

frk z

(
Skz − Pkz

)
+

m′
sx

frk z

. (7)

Here, x and y refer to the tangential directions with respect to

the local surface frames. The same analysis applies to the other

extremities in contact, thereby defining the ns contact CoP’s.

To further characterize contact CoP’s, we formulate the rela-

tionship between resultant moments at contact CoP’s and reac-

tion forces on contact bodies as follows:

mcop
△
=




[mr1 ]

T1

...

[mrn s
]Tn s



 = Scop Ts Fr = 0 ǫ R2n s (8)

where Fr is the vector of reaction forces and moments projected

onto the contact CoP’s and expressed in global frame, i.e.,

Fr
△
=





fr1
...

frn s

mr1
...

mrn s





ǫ R6n s (9)

where mcop is the vector of tangential moments at contact CoP

locations expressed in local frames, mrk is the kth component

of resultant moments, Tk indicates tangential components, Ts

is a matrix that displaces moments from global frame to lo-

cal surface frames, and Scop is a selection matrix that selects

tangential moments. Details on this matrices and on other ma-

trices presented in this section are specified in the Appendix.

Note that in (8), CoP conditions are modeled as zero tangential

moments.

Characterizing contact CoP’s is an important step toward de-

veloping contact models that describe intuitively the contact

state of the robot. Based on these models, in the next section,

we will develop methods that efficiently control the internal state

of the robot. In particular, we will present control methods that

allow us to manipulate contact CoP’s to desired positions on the
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contact surfaces. By manipulating contact CoP’s away from con-

tact edges, we ensure that contact surfaces stay flat against the

supporting surfaces, thus avoiding undesired contact rotations.

Additionally, controlling contact CoP’s will result in compli-

ant contact behaviors since they imply neutralizing tangential

moments exerted by contact surfaces. The various properties of

contact CoP’s make them effective abstractions for the control

and analysis of contact rotational behaviors.

B. Virtual-Linkage Model

We introduce a new instance of the virtual-linkage model [35]

to describe the complex contact relationships formed between

contact closed loops. The virtual-linkage model is a parallel

multiarticulated mechanical model connecting closed loops be-

tween contact extremities using virtual prismatic and spherical

joints. It was first used to describe the relationship between re-

sultant and internal forces of a shared object between multiple

manipulators. In the case of humanoids, the extremities in con-

tact play the role of the manipulators, and the floor is the object

with which to interact.

To design the virtual-linkage model for humanoid robots, we

choose anchoring points located at the contact CoP positions

that are defined previously. Therefore, contact CoP’s act as the

nodes connecting the linkages. To prevent supporting extremi-

ties from rotating along contact edges, our approach is to place

contact CoP’s as close as possible to the geometric centers of

the extremities in contact. Hence, unwanted transitions to edge

or point contacts will be avoided in case contact disturbances

occur.

Note that placing contact CoP’s at the centers of the links

is not a necessary constraint. They can be placed at any posi-

tion below the links in contact, but away from contact vertices

and edges, to prevent rotations. Therefore, in this paper, we

only consider flat-surface-contact interactions. Extensions to

corner and edge contacts could also be explored using a similar

methodology; however, we will leave this analysis open for the

future.

We associate a virtual-linkage model connecting all contact

CoP’s. In the scenario, which is shown in Fig. 4, each body

in contact introduces a tension with respect to its neighboring

nodes as well as normal and tangential moments. For contacts

with ns > 2, we can independently specify 3(ns − 2) tensions,

ns normal moments, and 2ns tangential moments describing

the CoP’s. Any additional link in contact introduces three new

tensions with respect to its neighbors and three more moments.

No more than three tensions between neighboring nodes can

be independently specified for a given contact. Internal tensions

and normal moments characterize the behavior of contact bodies

with respect to the friction cones and rotational friction proper-

ties of the surfaces in contact. The relationship between tension

and reaction forces can be formulated as

ft
△
=





...

ftij

...



 = St Rt ∆t Fr ǫ R3(n s −2) (10)

Fig. 4. Virtual-linkage model for humanoid robots. We define a virtual-linkage
model anchored at the contact CoP’s. It enables the characterization of internal
tensions and moments against contact surfaces. The virtual-linkage model ab-
stracts the behavior of internal and CoM forces with respect to reaction forces.
These characteristics make the virtual-linkage model a powerful tool for the
analysis and efficient control of CoM maneuvers and contact interactions.

where ∆t is a differential operator matrix that differentiates

pairs of tensions between contacts, Rt is the concatenation of

rotation matrices from global frame to the directions uniting

internal virtual-linkage nodes, and St is a selection matrix that

chooses tension directions. Similarly, we characterize normal

moments as

mn
△
=





mn1

mn2
...

mnn s



 = Sn Ts Fr ǫ Rn s (11)

where Ts is, once more, the matrix that displaces forces and

moments to surface frames, and Sn is a selection matrix that

chooses normal directions.

To complete the virtual-linkage model, we establish the re-

lationship between resultant forces and moments acting on

the robot’s CoM with respect to contact reaction forces. The

robot’s CoM is an important variable because it characterizes

the maneuverability of the robot to plan locomotion and weight-

shifting behaviors. Similarly to the relationships developed in

the original virtual-linkage model [35], we formulate the equa-

tions describing the balance of reaction forces and moments at

contact bodies with respect to the resultant forces and moments

taking place on the robot’s CoM
(

[I]3×3 · · · [I]3×3

∣∣ [0]3×3 · · · [0]3×3

|
P̂1 · · · P̂n

∣∣ [I]3×3 · · · [I]3×3

)
Fr

=

(
[I]3×3

∣∣ [0]3×3∣∣
P̂com

∣∣ [I]3×3

)
Fcom (12)
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where [ .̂ ] indicates the cross-product operator, Pi is the position

of the ith contact CoP, Pcom is the position of the CoM, and

Fcom is the 6-D vector of inertial and gravitational forces and

moments at the robot’s CoM. Combining (8) and (10)–(12), we

obtain the following virtual-linkage model for humanoid robots:
(

Fcom

Fint

)
= GFr (13)

where Fint is the vector of internal forces and moments, which

is defined as follows:

Fint
△
=





ft

mcop

mn



 ǫ R6(n s −1) (14)

and G is the grasp/contact matrix [35], which is defined as

follows:

G
△
=

(
Wcom

Wint

)
ǫ R6n s ×6n s (15)

with

Wcom
△
=

(
[I]3×3

∣∣ [0]3×3∣∣
P̂com

∣∣ [I]3×3

)−1

×

(
[I]3×3 · · · [I]3×3

∣∣ [0]3×3 · · · [0]3×3∣∣
P̂1 · · · P̂n [I]3×3 · · · [I]3×3

)

ǫ R6×6n s (16)

and

Wint
△
=





St Rt ∆t

Scop Ts

Sn Ts



 ǫ R6(n s −1)×6n s . (17)

The simultaneous planning and control of the positions of con-

tact CoP’s alongside with the behavior of the robot’s CoM and

the set of internal forces between contacts and normal surface

moments is an intricate engineering problem. Such a problem

involves characterizing the combined interactions between the

above variables and finding solutions that fulfill unilateral con-

tact constraints and friction properties of the contact surfaces.

The grasp/contact matrix presented in this section provides

an intuitive representation of the dynamic and static interde-

pendencies between those variables. As such, a solution to the

problem of simultaneously maneuvering and interacting in an

unstructured 3-D environment lies in querying the grasp/contact

matrix to find feasible trajectories that fulfill contact constraints.

A detailed discussion on the dependencies between CoM be-

havior and friction and unilateral contact constraints using the

grasp/contact matrix is given in the Appendix.

In the next section, we will use the virtual-linkage model to

create controllers that can govern internal force and CoM be-

haviors. We will later study the application of the grasp/contact

matrix G to find solutions of CoM and internal-force behaviors

that comply with rotational and frictional contact constraints.

III. CONTROL OF CONTACT CENTERS OF PRESSURE AND

INTERNAL TENSIONS/MOMENTS

Here, we develop a controller that governs the positions of

contact CoP’s and tracks desired values of internal tensions and

normal moments with respect to the supporting surfaces. We

integrate this controller with our previous framework for whole-

body prioritized control, unifying the control of constraints,

CoM behavior, operational tasks, and internal forces.

A. Background on Whole-Body Control

Let us study the multicontact problem for ns extremities in

contact. The differential kinematics of contact points are repre-

sented as

δxs
△
=




δxs(1)

...

δxs(n s )



 = Js

(
δxb

δq

)
ǫ R6n s (18)

where δxs(i) ǫ R6 is the infinitesimal displacement of the con-

tact CoP of the ith supporting extremity, Js ǫ R6n s ×(6+n) is the

cumulative Jacobian of all contact CoP locations, δxb and δq

are the infinitesimal displacements of the robot’s base and joint

positions, n is the number of actuated joints, and 6 + n repre-

sents the number of generalized coordinates that include the six

underactuated joints describing the motion of the robot’s base.

We used simple rigid contact models in [18] to derive esti-

mates of reaction forces. With the premise that stable balance is

maintained and that internal forces are controlled to keep the feet

flat against the ground, we model contacts as rigid constraints,

i.e.,

ϑs = 0, ϑ̇s = 0 (19)

where ϑs is the time derivative of xs . These constraints allowed

us to derive the following simple model between contact forces

and actuation torques [27]:

Fr = J
T

s U T Γ − µr − pr (20)

where

Js
△
=A−1J T

s (JsA
−1J T

s )−1 (21)

µr = Jsb − Λs J̇s

(
ϑb

q̇

)
(22)

pr = Jsg (23)

are the dynamically consistent generalized inverse of the Jaco-

bian [16] associated with contact CoP’s, the Coriolis/centrifugal

force term, and the gravitational force term, respectively.

Additionally

U = ( [0]n×6 [I]n×n ) ǫRn×(n+6) (24)

is the selection matrix of actuated quantities, and Γ is the n × 1
vector of actuation torques. We used this model in [22] to derive

the following constrained whole-body equation of motion:

A

(
ϑ̇b

q̈

)
+ N T

s (b + g) + J T
s Λs J̇s

(
ϑb

q̇

)
= (UNs)

T Γ

(25)
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where A is the mass matrix involving the unactuated base and the

actuated joints, ϑb is the vector of linear and angular velocities

of the robot’s base

Ns
△
= I − JsJs (26)

is the dynamically consistent null space of the contact Jacobian,

b and g are generalized Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms,

and Λs is the 6ns × 6ns mass matrix associated with all support

contacts. The derivation of the above constrained equation of

motion can be found in the Appendix.

To design an internal-force controller, we first analyze our

previous framework for whole-body multitask control. We con-

sider a vector of task descriptors given by

x
△
=





x1

x2

...

xn t




(27)

where each xk describes the coordinates of the kth control ob-

jective, and nt is the number of task descriptors that are used

to characterize the instantaneous behavior of the robot. Prior-

itized task kinematics can be expressed using joint velocities

alone [27], i.e.,

ẋk = Jk

(
ϑb

q̇

)
= Jk UNs q̇ (28)

where Jk ǫ Rm k ×(n+6) is the Jacobian of the mk th-dimensional

coordinate xk with respect to the inertial frame of reference and

UNs is the dynamically weighted generalized inverse of UNs .

The term JkUNs acts as a constrained Jacobian, which maps

joint velocities into task velocities. We refer to it using the

symbol

J∗
k

△
=JkUNs ǫ Rm k ×n . (29)

The above model is general for arbitrary contact situations.

When the contact stance changes, (26) changes to reflect the

new stance coordinates, and therefore, the models of (25) and

(28) change too. For instance, the example involving cleaning

a side panel shown in Fig. 6, involves switching from a biped

stance, to a four-point multicontact, and finally, to a three-point

multicontact stance. Consequently, the contact models for the

different phases need to be changed when there occurs a new

contact event.

To simultaneously optimize all task objectives, we implement

prioritized torque controllers under multicontact and underactu-

ation constraints, as described in [27], and characterized by the

global torque vector

Γ =

N∑

k=1

(
J ∗T

k |prec(k)Fk

)
+ N ∗T

t Γposture (30)

where J∗
k |prec(k) are prioritized Jacobians, Fk are dynamically

consistent control forces, N ∗
t is the cumulative prioritized null-

space matrix associated with higher priority tasks, and Γposture

is a postural control vector that operates in the null space of

all tasks. We proposed prioritization in [27] to unify the control

of CoM behavior, geometric constraints, operational tasks, and

postural behavior. This unification process led to the following

whole-body torque-control representation for humanoid robots:

Γ = J ∗T
c Fc + J ∗T

com |c Fcom

+ J ∗T
t|com |c Ftasks + J ∗T

p |t|com |c Fpostures . (31)

where the subscripts followed by | indicate prioritization, and

the symbols c, t, and p denote constraints, tasks, and postures,

respectively. The command Fcom is a vector of control forces

to maneuver the robot’s CoM behavior. CoM stability behavior

and control will be analyzed in more detail in the following

sections.

B. Manifold of Internal Forces

We define the space of internal-force behavior as the torque

components that have no effect on the robot’s motion, i.e., that

produce zero accelerations on the robot’s base or on the ac-

tuated joints. This condition can be modeled by analyzing the

right-hand side (RHS) of (25), thus leading to the following

expression:

(UNs)
T Γ = 0 (32)

which reflects the cancelation of acceleration effects. Therefore,

the torques that fulfill the above constraint belong to the null

space of (UNs), which is defined by the projection

L∗ △
=

(
I − UNs UN s

)
ǫRn×n (33)

where we use the symbol L∗ to denote contact closed loops,

and the superscript ∗ to indicate that the projection operates in

contact space. The torques associated with internal forces are

those that do not contribute to net movement, i.e.,

Γ = L ∗T Γint (34)

where Γint denotes the control input to control internal forces

and moments. Note that plugging the above torques in the RHS

of (25) cancels out Γint , thus fulfilling the cancelation of accel-

eration effects.

C. Whole-Body Controller With Internal-Force Command

We integrate the above torques with our prioritized controller

discussed in (30), leading to the following unified torque struc-

ture:

Γ =

N∑

k=1

(
J ∗T

k |prec(k)Fk

)
+ N ∗T

t Γposture + L ∗T Γint . (35)

The next step consists of using the above structure to con-

trol internal-force behavior, as characterized in (14), to desired

reference values, i.e.,

Fint −→ Fint,ref =





ft,ref

[0]2n s

mn,ref



 . (36)
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Fig. 5. Whole-body torque controller. (a) Decisions made by a high-level-planning module, such as the decision module presented in [23]. (b) Outlines the
information contained in behavioral entities representing the desired skills; here, it is depicted for a multiphase multicontact behavior. These entities are defined by
state machines where the states consist of action primitives. Behavior primitives received information from a sensor-based database that is used to update the action
states and their representations. (c) Description of action primitives as collections of task objects organized according to a desired priority ordering. The action
primitive shown above corresponds to one of the states of the desired multicontact behavior. (d) Task objects as entities containing coordinate representations,
differential kinematic representations, goal-based potential functions, and force-based control policies. (e) System currently under development that is used to
automatically solve internal-force behavior given a desired action representation. This module is not described in this paper. (g) Prioritized torque-based controller,
which uses the previous behavior representations and control policies to create whole-body control torques. (h) Estimated dynamic behavior of the underactuated
robot under multicontact constraints in response to the previous torque commands.

These reference values are planned to fulfill frictional con-

straints of the surfaces in contact using planning techniques,

such as the one mentioned in the controller of Fig. 5 (which is

now under development).

To do that, we design a new torque controller that can directly

manipulate internal-force behavior. We first note that the virtual-

linkage model, which is derived in (13) and (15), leads to the

following relationship between internal forces with respect to

contact forces:

Fint = WintFr . (37)

Substituting the proposed whole-body-torque command of (35)

into (20), and using (37), we obtain an equality that relates

internal-force behavior with respect to internal-torque com-

mands, i.e.,

Fint = J
∗T
i|l Γint + Fint,{t,p} − µi − pi (38)

where

J
∗
i|l

△
=

(
L∗UJsW

T
int

)
(39)

is a transformation matrix from torques to forces

Fint,{t,p}
△
= WintJ

T

s U T

[
N∑

k=1

(
J ∗T

k |prec(k)Fk

)
+ N ∗T

t Γposture

]

(40)
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are forces induced by task and postural behavior, and µi and pi

are Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity terms defined as

µi
△
=Wintµr , pi

△
=Wintpr . (41)

Note that the above terms result in task and postural torques

appearing twice in the command torque of (35). However, (40)

does not interfere with task and postural behavior, since it oper-

ates in the manifold of closed loops. This term is meant to cancel

out task and postural components introduced in the close-loop

contact behavior.

Inverting (38), we derive the desired torque-based internal-

force controller given by

Γint = J ∗T
i|l

(
Fint,ref − Fint,{t,p} + µi + pi

)
(42)

where J ∗
i|l is a Moore–Penrose left-pseudoinverse of (39), and

the subscript {i|l} denotes internal quantities operating in the

space of contact closed loops. Substituting the above expression

into (38) and provided that J ∗
i|l is full row rank, we obtain the

linear equality given by

Fint = Fint,ref . (43)

To ensure that J ∗
i|l is full row rank, L∗ needs to span all internal-

force and moment quantities. This applies if there are at least six

independent mechanical joints separating the common ancestors

between contact closed loops. A second required condition is to

ensure that Wint defines independent internal quantities. This is

already ensured in our derivation of the virtual-linkage model.

Although the above controller will work in open loop, to

achieve accurate tracking of internal forces under actuator fric-

tion and mechanical modeling errors, a feedback force-control

law involving proportional–integral–derivative feedback (PID)

is needed. Given appropriate choice of the control law, the

above linear relationship will ensure convergence to the desired

internal-force trajectories.

The above control structure provides a dynamically correct

internal-force controller that has no coupling effects on task,

CoM, and postural behaviors, thereby enabling the efficient

control of whole-body multicontact interactions. It provides the

support to simultaneously control the position of multiple con-

tact CoP’s and the internal tensions and normal moments acting

between contact closed loops. A block diagram of the overall

whole-body torque controller with internal force commands is

shown in Fig. 5.

D. Boundaries of Center-of-Mass and Internal-Force Behavior

The control of CoM and internal-force behavior is directly re-

lated to the friction properties of the supporting surfaces. Here,

we analyze this relationship and the effect on contact stability

with respect to surface-friction boundaries. The torque com-

mand of (35) entails controlling both the robot’s CoM and the

internal-force behaviors. As discussed in (31), CoM behavior is

always one of the task objectives involve in the torque reference

of a humanoid robot.

The trajectory and values of CoM and internal-force behavior

cannot take arbitrary values. They need to be chosen to fulfill

contact and frictional constraints at the supporting surfaces.

Ensuring that reaction forces remain within friction boundaries

is required to prevent robot contact extremities from sliding and

rotating with respect to the environment.

To facilitate the analysis of friction behaviors with respect

to surface properties, we rotate reaction forces and moments,

which are normally expressed in global frame, as shown in

(20), to align with the frames attached to the contact surfaces;

therefore, their z-components are parallel to surface normals,

i.e.,

Fsurf
△
= Rsurf Fr . (44)

Here, Fsurf represents the rotated forces and moments, and Rsurf

is a 6ns × 6ns rotation matrix that aligns z-components to sur-

face normals. Using the above transformation, (13) can be writ-

ten as
(

Fcom

Fint

)
= GR−1

surfFsurf (45)

where

Fcom
△
=

(
fcom

mcom

)
, Fint

△
=

(
fint

mint

)
(46)

are the forces associated with the robot’s CoM and internal-

force behaviors, and R−1
surf is an inverse cumulative rotation.

The above expression can be used to estimate the surface forces

due to CoM and internal-force commands, i.e.,

Fsurf = RsurfG
−1

(
Fcom ,ref

Fint,ref

)
. (47)

Using the above expression, we can analyze the stability of

whole-body behaviors with respect to frictional properties of the

contact surfaces. We consider the following indexes associated

with linear frictional cones and rotational frictional ratios for

the kth contact extremity:

αsurf ,k
△
=



 tan−1
(

fs u r f , k z

fs u r f , k x

)

tan−1
(

fs u r f , k z

fs u r f , k y

)



 (48)

βsurf ,k
△
=

msurf ,kz

fsurf ,kz

(49)

where αsurf ,k is the vector of angles measured between the sur-

face plane and the reaction-force vector, and βsurf ,k is a ratio

between the normal moment and normal force that character-

izes the rotational friction behavior. This last index provides

an intuitive metric of rotational friction characteristics since it

normalizes normal moments with respect to normal forces. We

determine the boundaries of the above indexes by using simple

models involving static friction cones and a heuristic model for

rotational friction, i.e.,

αsurf ,k ǫ fricCone(k) (50)

βsurf ,k ǫ rotIndex(k). (51)
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On the other hand, the boundaries of CoP locations are deter-

mined by the surfaces in contact, i.e.,

Pk ǫ surfArea(k) (52)

where Pk are contact CoP’s and surfArea(k) is the surface

area of the contact bodies. Overall, (50)–(52) determine the

boundaries of frictional and rotational stability that comply with

the contact model defined in (19).

As we mentioned earlier, we control contact CoP’s to be

located close to contact geometric centers. The choice of CoP’s

defines the anchors of the virtual-linkage model and, therefore,

determines the model of the grasp/contact matrix. Once G is

defined, we use the boundaries defined in (50)–(52) to obtain

feasible values of CoM and internal forces by means of (47).

The problem of choosing internal force and CoM behavior is

analyzed in more detail in the simulations section and in the

Appendix.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now study various experiments on a simulated model of

Asimo demonstrating the capabilities of the above methods. The

objective of Asimo is to operate in offices and homes, thereby

assisting humans in a variety of service and care-giving chores.

Recently, we have developed a research version of Asimo that

uses torque-control commands [19]. Torque-control robots have

the ability to implement compliant behaviors, which is needed

to operate effectively and safely in human environments. The

objective of this section is to demonstrate the ability to control

contact CoP’s, internal forces, and CoM behavior using the

proposed methods.

A dynamic simulation environment [4] and a contact solver

based on propagation of forces and impacts [26] are used to sim-

ulate the execution of our methods. The whole-body controller

described in (35) is implemented on a task-based software en-

vironment that enables the online creation of whole-body be-

haviors. Using this environment, we create various behaviors

involving biped and multicontact stance, as well as operational

space interactions and CoM maneuvers.

A. Simulation of Reaching and Cleaning a Panel

In the experiment shown in Fig. 6, we implement a multicon-

tact behavior that involves the following steps:

1) moving the robot’s hands toward a table;

2) establishing four-contact support and moving the robot’s

CoM toward the table to reach further away;

3) transitioning to three contacts by displacing the CoM

above the convex hull formed by the feet and left hand;

4) placing the right hand on the side panel for interactive

manipulation.

This sequence of actions is accomplished using a state ma-

chine, where each state involves optimizing multiple low-level

task objectives. Once in contact, the robot’s right hand is com-

manded to exert a normal force of 60 N perpendicular to the

side panel while tracking a trajectory tangential to the panel and

commanded by a user. To add more complexity to the skill, we

command the CoM vertical behavior to move up and down in a

Fig. 6. Unified whole-body multicontact behavior with internal-force and
moment control. The robot is supported on its legs and left hand, while the right
hand exerts a normal force of 60 N against the panel while tracking a teleoperated
trajectory tangential to the plane. The CoM is commanded to follow a sinusoidal
vertical trajectory while its horizontal behavior remains fixed. Contact CoP’s
are controlled to remain at the geometric center of contact bodies, and internal
tensions and normal moments are controlled to become null. The data graphs
show good tracking on the various control parameters. The top two rows show
data when the robot is supported with the left hand and the two feet. It shows
moment values on the left-supporting hand and its tension force with respect to
the right foot. It also shows force tracking on the right panel and CoM trajectory
tracking. The lower row shows data for diverse transitions. As shown on the
small top-right images, the robot transitions from biped stance, to four-contact
support and, finally, to three-contact support. The lower graphs show first the
force value when the right hand makes first contact with the supporting table.
It then shows the trajectory of the CoM in the sagittal direction when the robot
shifts weight toward the support area defined by the left hand and the two feet.
Finally, it shows the transition forces when the right hand makes first contact
with the side panel.

sinusoidal pattern. To achieve the desired global behavior, we si-

multaneously control the robot’s CoM, several operational tasks,

and postural behaviors, as indicated in (31) (for more details,

see [27]), as well as the internal-force-control policy, as defined

in (42). Using (13), we construct three virtual-linkage models

for the phases involving two, three, and four contacts. For sim-

plicity, all tension forces and normal moments are controlled

to become zero. For instance, for the phase with three-support

contacts, the vector of internal-force commands is given by

Fint −→ Fint,ref = [0]12 . (53)
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The position of contact CoP’s on hands and feet is chosen to be

at the geometric center of the links in contact.

During the bipedal phase, the CoM is commanded to stay be-

tween the feet while moving the hands toward the table, while

CoM and CoP positions are controlled taking into account the

bipedal dependencies, which are analyzed in the Appendix in

(74). In the phases with four contacts, the CoM is commanded

to maneuver toward the table by tracking a trajectory that ful-

fills contact-stability constraint, as defined by the boundaries

of (50)–(52). This trajectory is discussed in detail later in this

section. A feedback controller to track this trajectory is imple-

mented using force commands in CoM space. The control of

the right hand to interact with the side panel is implemented us-

ing the force-control methods, as described in [22]. Therefore,

a unified force/position operational task is created to control

the right hand. Postural behavior is controlled by optimizing a

criterion that minimizes the distance with respect to a human

prerecorded posture using a method similar to the one described

in [7]. During the multicontact phases (i.e., three or more sup-

porting contacts) virtual-linkage models similar to that shown

in Fig. 4 are implemented. During the biped phase, the special

case of virtual-linkage model, as discussed in Fig. 11 in the

Appendix, is used. Details on the algebraic expressions of the

matrices involved in the virtual-linkage models are also given

in the Appendix.

The first two rows of the accompanying data correspond to

the phase with three supporting contacts, where the right hand

is controlled to clean the panel. In this phase, the horizontal

position of the CoM is commanded to remain fixed. We display

data on the tension forces occurring on the virtual-linkage model

assigned between the left hand and the right foot, the moments

about the CoP on the left hand, the normal force on the panel, and

the sagittal and vertical trajectories of the CoM. As we observe,

the whole-body controller with internal-force control is able to

efficiently track the desired internal-force values as well as the

desired operational task commands involving the right hand and

CoM. Although it is not shown here, all other internal tensions

and moments are able to track the desired values with high

accuracy. In fact, to add noise to the simulation, we have applied

some unmodeled external forces to the robot’s body. Otherwise,

the tracking performance would have been unrealistically good.

On the bottom row of data, we show normal forces on the table

when establishing contact with the hands, the CoM horizontal

trajectories used to move the robot’s body closer to the table

once four contacts are established, and the normal forces on the

panel when the first impact occurs.

B. Design of Center-of-Mass Behavior

During the simulation shown in Fig. 6, the robot places the

hands on the table and establishes support by moving its CoM

from the center of the feet to the final position closer to the

table, as shown in Fig. 7. By supporting its body with the hands

on the table, the robot is able to reach the far away areas of

the panel that need to be cleaned. We focus our attention on

the behavior of the CoM during the support maneuver. There

are two critical components that need to be studied to plan a

Fig. 7. Analysis of CoM behavior. The top image depicts the stability cloud of
feasible CoM static positions given frictional constraints. The CoM trajectory,
which must start and finish within the stability cloud, is overlaid. Maximum
accelerations and decelerations are limited to 0.06 m/s2 to remain within fric-
tional cones. The lower part of the figure depicts frictional cones with respect
to the contact surfaces in the sagittal directions and the reaction forces (within
limits) during peak decelerations.

stable CoM maneuver: the feasible area of CoM static positions

and the feasible CoM accelerations with respect to the frictional

properties of the terrain and with respect to unilateral contact

constraints.

To analyze the stability region, we exploit the properties of the

grasp/contact matrix. The grasp/contact matrix, as expressed in

(16) and (17), depends only on the position of the robot’s CoM

and on the positions of the contact CoP’s, i.e.,

G = func
(
Pcom , P1, . . . , P4

)
(54)

where func stands for function. We also note that the vector

of forces and moments at the CoM depends on inertial and

gravitational accelerations as follows:

Fcom
△
=

(
fcom

mcom

)

=

(
M (g + acom )∑n

i=1

[
Icom(i) αcom(i) + pcom(i) ×

(
mi acom(i)

)]
)

(55)
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where M is the total mass of the robot, acom is the vector of

linear accelerations of the robot’s CoM, g is the gravitational

acceleration vector, Icom(i) is the inertial tensor of the ith link

expressed at its CoM, pcom(i) is its CoM position, mi is its mass,

αcom(i) is the vector of angular accelerations, and acom(i) is the

vector of linear accelerations.

Our technique consists of scanning the G matrix for an array

(i.e., cloud) of CoM points around the robot’s multicontact area

and then evaluating if these points, which translate into grav-

itational forces in the static case, fulfill frictional constraints,

as expressed in (50) and (51). To evaluate the feasibility, we

use the model described in (47). The stability cloud is shown

in Fig. 7. The CoM-feasible placements that comply with the

stance’s frictional characteristics are shown as shaded dots.

The above stability area is used to plan initial and final CoM

positions that need to lie on top of the static stability area. The

dynamic trajectory of the robot’s CoM is then planned within

this region (which is shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 6).

Here, we have designed a CoM trajectory with constant velocity

throughout most of the displacement, and with an acceleration

and deceleration profile obtained using trigonometric curves.

The profile of the acceleration and deceleration does not exceed

values higher than 0.06 m/s2 . To verify that this profile is feasible

with respect to frictional constraints, we use (55) to convert

accelerations into CoM forces (for simplicity, we ignore CoM

moments). We then use (47) to validate the feasibility of the

trajectory. At the bottom of Fig. 7, we show the reaction forces

that are induced by the peak-deceleration profile, which occurs

close to the very end of the CoM displacement, when pcom =
[0.16, 0.13, 0.47]. As we can observe, the orientation of the

reaction forces is within the limits of the frictional cones, which

is shown here in the sagittal directions. The same analysis has

been carried out with respect to lateral frictional characteristics

as well as with respect to rotational friction constraints on the

discussed simulation.

C. Design of Control Laws

In Fig. 5, we depicted a diagram of our whole-body controller

expressing behaviors as state machines, where each state (which

is called action primitive) is a collection of low-level task prim-

itives. In turn, each task primitive optimizes an objective either

using potential fields or force control.

We focus our attention on the action primitive involved in

the phase of cleaning the panel. The objectives being controlled

here are summarized in the following table.

Task objectives are controlled using the prioritized structure

shown in (35). In the case of CoM trajectory control, the con-

troller involves calculating the CoM Jacobian, which can be

derived using the following expressions:

Jcom
△
=

1

M

n∑

i=1

miJcom(i) (56)

where

Jcom(i)
△
=





∂xcom(i)

∂xb
∂xcom(i)

∂q



 ǫR2×(n+6) (57)

is the Jacobian for the ith contact link.

As discussed in [27], trajectory tracking involves calculat-

ing dynamically consistent forces described by the following

equation:

Fcom = Λ∗
comacom ,ref + µ∗

com + p∗com (58)

where Λ∗
com is the constrained mass matrix of the robot’s CoM,

µ∗
com are forces induced by Coriolis/centrifugal effects, p∗com are

forces induced by gravity effects, and acom ,ref is the command

acceleration vector. For the case of CoM control, we use the

following feedback proportional/derivative tracking law:

acom ,ref = −kp (xcom − xdes) − kv (ẋcom − vdes) (59)

where the position and velocity trajectories are designed follow-

ing the feasible CoM profile discussed previously.

We also consider the control policy for the right hand in

contact with the side panel. Here, we use a unified force-motion

task defined by the law

Fhand = Ωf

[
− Kpf (Fx,hand − Fdes) − Kvf Ḟs,hand

− Kif

∫ t

0

(Fx,hand − Fdes) dt

]

+ Ωm

[
Kvm (ẋhand − νvdes)

]
(60)

where Fs,hand are forces sensed at the hand. The above equation

involves a PID control law to control the force in the normal

direction defined by the projection Ωf and a term to control the

motion in the tangential directions to the panel defined by the

projection Ωm . The motion-control law is a velocity-saturation

law defined by the position-feedback rule given by

vdes = −Kpm K−1
vm (xhand − xdes) (61)

with

ν = min

{
1,

vmax

‖ vdes ‖

}
. (62)

This ensures that we track user-defined trajectories without vi-

olating predefined velocity limits. To respond compliantly to

impacts, we use moderate gains in the above motion-control

law. In Fig. 6, we show the response to impact with the panel

and with the table when establishing the contact interactions.
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Fig. 8. Compliant multicontact behavior. A four-contact stance is shown here. Contact CoP’s are controlled to stay at the center of the bodies in contact. The
CoM is controlled to remain at a fixed location over the area defined by the horizontal projection of the four contacts. The table is pivoted rapidly by an external
user to challenge the pose. To add additional difficulty, the internal tension between the left hand and the right foot is commanded to track a sinusoidal trajectory.
All other tensions and normal moments are commanded to become null. Overall, the robot was able to track efficiently the commanded internal force and moment
references with maximum errors around 0.3 N. We show the data corresponding to the left hand, including the tangential moments on the y-direction, the internal
tension between the right hand and the left hand, and the normal moment with respect to the moving surface. As we can see, the tangential moment is maintained
close to zero, which means that the desired anchor point of the virtual linkage, which, in our case, is the center of the hand, becomes the actual CoP. The tensions
are also tracked efficiently as well as the normal moment. We also show data of the robot’s CoM and the normal component of the reaction forces in the hands
produced by the moving table. The desired CoM position was tracked with offset values below 0.1 mm, despite the large variation on the movement of the table
that oscillated to angles up to 75◦ from the resting position.

D. Simulation of a Compliant Multicontact Behavior

We conduct a second simulation shown in Fig. 8 that studies

a compliant behavior that emerges when the environment is

dynamically moving. The robot is commanded to establish a

four-contact stance leaning against a pivoting table. The tasks

used to implement this behavior are similar to the ones used

in the previous example; however, the robot is commanded to

stay in the four-contact stance all the time. To demonstrate force

tracking at the internal level, the tension between the left hand

and the right foot is commanded to follow a sinusoidal trajectory.

All other internal forces and tensions are commanded to be zero.

At the same time, a user interacts with the pivoting table moving

it up and down in arbitrary fast motions.

Because contact CoP’s are commanded to stay at the center

of the extremities in contact, the hands respond compliantly to

table movement, remaining flat against the surface to maintain

the desired CoP positions. The accompanying data graphs show

tangential and normal moments, the tension between the left

hand and the right foot, and the sagittal position of the CoM. We

also show the normal component of the reaction forces induced

by the table movement on the hands. The tracking error for the

internal tension is small with a maximum excursion of 0.3 N.

This error is mainly caused due to the unmodeled movement of

the table. As we recall, our framework assumes that the table

is static, which is implied in (19). However, because the table

undergoes fast accelerations, the model is inaccurate. Despite

this inaccuracy, the tracking behavior is very good. When the

tabletop remains static, the force-tracking error is nearly zero

(not shown here).

E. Discussion of Results

The most important result in the above simulations is the

emergence of compliant interactions with respect to the dynamic

environment while optimizing task objectives. While the robot

is supporting its body against the table and floor, it is adapting

to large variations on the orientation of the table. Compliance

emerges because the behaviors are controlled using force and

moment control as opposed to position-control strategies. The

CoP’s in the hands and feet are controlled to remain at the center

of the surfaces in contact. This is achieved by creating a virtual-

linkage model anchored at the center of the extremities and

controlling the tangential moments to become zero. Because the
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tangential moments in all four extremities remain close to zero,

the hands respond compliantly to the disturbances produced by

the table movement.

The internal tensions are tracked as expected, following the

desired trajectories with small errors. These errors appear due

to the unmodeled movement of the table. In the case of our

simulation, we use open-loop control of the internal tensions.

However, by using a PID control strategy, the dynamic response

of the tension behavior might be improved. In real robots, it

would be best to use a PID control strategy to overcome model

errors and unmodeled actuator friction. However, using an in-

tegration feedback term can lead to large accumulation of error

if the extremities lose contact accidentally. In such a case, the

integral part might continuously increase the commanded force

due to the lack of contact sensory feedback. Therefore, special

care needs to be taken to avoid these types of accidents. In both

simulations above, the CoM behavior tracks the desired values

with high accuracy. This is accomplished due to the decoupling

effect of the contact closed-loop operator discussed in (33).

An important discussion is the effect on the controller due to

uncertainties in the model, actuators, and environment. The un-

modeled uncertainties of the moving environment are handled

by the compliance that emerges due to the use of the proposed

internal-force controller. To overcome the effects on unmod-

eled friction at the joints due to the the gearing mechanisms, we

use sensor-based PID control in the internal-force tracking tasks.

We have conducted simulations that involved large modeling er-

rors on the estimated link masses, inertias, and CoM locations.

We evaluated the performance of an operational task involv-

ing tracking an end-effector trajectory while keeping balance

on a standing posture, observing that the commanded whole-

body behaviors remained stable, despite large deviations on the

model. The most visible effects were in postural deviations due

to the uncertainty on CoM estimation.

V. CONCLUSION

Creating a virtual-linkage model for humanoid robots enables

the characterization of complex whole-body multicontact inter-

actions and the creation of new compliant skills needed to oper-

ate effectively in human environments. By enabling the precise

control of contact CoP’s, we create compliant contact behaviors,

and by placing contact CoP’s near the center of contact bodies,

we prevent unwanted rotations along contact edges. Character-

izing the behavior of internal tensions and moments as well as

the behavior of the robot’s CoM with respect to contact reaction

forces, we provide tools to plan policies that satisfy all frictional

constraints. Other methods solely based on ZMP modeling dis-

regard the local interactions between contact bodies hindering

the ability to comply with contact constraints and to create com-

pliant contact behaviors. Our methods are dynamically correct,

enabling the simultaneous control of operational tasks, CoM

behavior, postures, and internal forces with high accuracy. We

have demonstrated these capabilities through whole-body mul-

ticontact simulations of the humanoid robot Asimo.

Suggestions for future work include the implementation of

extreme contact behaviors, such as those that would exploit point

and edge contacts to maneuver within the environment. Here,

our proposed methods provide the support for the manipulation

of contact CoP’s with precision. Also, it would be interesting to

analyze contact singularities, such as the case due to stretching

the knees during walking behaviors.

In summary, we have presented a framework for the analysis

and control of internal forces and moments acting on closed

loops formed by multicontact interactions on humanoids. We

have created a new instance of the virtual-linkage model to

characterize the relationship between internal forces and CoM

maneuvers with respect to reaction forces on supporting sur-

faces. The grasp/contact matrix associated with the virtual-

linkage model provides the support to plan CoM maneuvers and

internal-force behavior that comply with rotational and frictional

contact constraints. We have analyzed the dynamic representa-

tion of contact closed loops and derived a structure to control

internal forces orthogonally to tasks and CoM behaviors. We

have integrated this controller into our previous framework for

prioritized multitasking. Finally, we have studied various simu-

lations demonstrating the capabilities of our models and control

methods in challenging multicontact examples.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF CONSTRAINED DYNAMICS

The robot’s generalized coordinates, including its global po-

sition and orientation in space and the position of its articulated

joints can be fully described by the set

{xb , q} = {xb,p , xb,r , q1 , q2 , . . . , qn} (63)

where the 6 × 1 vector xb = {xb,p , xb,r} represents the position

and orientation coordinates of a base reference located on the

robot’s body, and the n × 1 vector q represents joint positions.

Reaction forces appear on supporting surfaces due to the ef-

fects of gravity forces and CoM accelerations. Using Lagrangian

formalism and expressing the system’s kinetic energy in terms

of the joint kinetic and potential energies, we can derive the

following equation of motion describing robot dynamics under

supporting contacts:

A

(
ϑ̇b

q̈

)
+ b + g + J T

s Fr =

(
0
Γ

)
. (64)

Note that the actuation vector in the RHS of the above equation

has six zeros corresponding to the six passive degrees of freedom

(DOFs) associated with the robot’s unactuated base. Moreover,

the term J T
s Fr corresponds to the projection of reaction forces

acting on contact extremities into forces acting on passive and

actuated DOFs.

By left-multiplying the above equation by the term JsA
−1

and considering the equality

ϑ̇s = Js

(
ϑ̇b

q̈

)
+ J̇s

(
ϑb

q̇

)
(65)
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we obtain the following equation of motion for the supporting

extremities:

ϑ̇s − J̇s

(
ϑb

q̇

)
+ JsA

−1(b + g) + JsA
−1J T

s Fr

= JsA
−1U T Γ. (66)

Solving the above equation for the nonholonomic-contact

constraints of (19), we obtain the estimate of reaction forces in

terms of the actuation torques, which is given in (20). Substi-

tuting the above equation into (64), we obtain the constrained

dynamic equation given in (25). QED

APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF CONTACT CENTERS-OF-PRESSURE AND

CENTER-OF-MASS BEHAVIOR

We consider first the special case of bipedal coplanar multi-

contact stance. Since the dominant method for control of CoM

maneuvers in biped stance is the ZMP, our initial premise is that

ZMP trajectories are first provided. The question is what code-

pendencies in the multicontact representation appear in such

scenarios (see Fig. 9). We will see that the positions of the two

contact CoP’s depend on each other as a function of the ZMP.

The ZMP is derived from the following equation of motion that

balances moments on the robot [33]:

OP × fr + mr = OG × fcom + mcom (67)

where P is a vector indicating ZMP coordinates, fr is the vec-

tor of total resultant forces, mr is the vector of total resultant

moments about P expressed in global frame, and fcom and

mcom are vectors of inertial and gravitational forces and mo-

ments measured at the robot’s CoM. The solution of the above

equation that renders zero resultant tangential moments about P

correspond to the ZMP and can be found in [33]. Using P , we

formulate the balance between moments about the ZMP with

respect to moments about the two coplanar contact CoP’s

OP × fr + mr =

2∑

i=1

Pi × fri +

2∑

i=1

mri (68)

where fri and mri are the resultant reaction force and moment

projected about the ith contact CoP. Solving the above equation

for zero tangential moments (i.e., the ZMP condition [mr ]
T =

0), we obtain the expression of the ZMP with respect to contact

CoP’s as

Px =
2∑

i=1

Pixfr i z

frz

−
2∑

i=1

Pizfr i x

frz

P i z = 0

↓
=

2∑

i=1

Pixfr i z

frz

(69)

Py =

2∑

i=1

Piyfr i z

frz

−

2∑

i=1

Pizfr i y

frz

P i z = 0

↓
=

2∑

i=1

Piyfr i z

frz

(70)

Here, we have used the coplanar condition P1z = P2z = Pz =
0, and the CoP condition [mri ]

Ti = 0. Using the equality frz =∑2
i=1 fr i z

, we define the fractional values as follows:

α
△
=

fr1z

frz

(71)

Fig. 9. Dependency between contact CoP’s and ZMP. During biped coplanar
contact stance, contact CoP’s lie in a line that passes through the ZMP.

(1 − α) =
fr2z

frz

. (72)

Using (69), we formulate the equality Px = P1xα + P2x(1 −
α). Solving for α, we get

α =
P2x − Px

P2x − P1x

. (73)

Substituting α into (70) and solving for P2y , we get

P2y = Py

P2x − P1x

Px − P1x

− P1y

P2x − Px

Px − P1x

. (74)

This relationship embodies two important characteristics. First,

due to the dependency of P2y on P , P1x , P2x , and P1y , when P

(i.e., the ZMP) is first determined, it is only possible to indepen-

dently specify three coordinates from the four 2-D coordinates

defining contact CoP positions. Second, the line uniting P1 and

P2 passes through P . This can be seen by setting P2y = Py

and observing that P2x = Px . As a result, when we define a

virtual-linkage model for biped coplanar behaviors, we can only

consider controlling three of the four CoP quantities for a given

ZMP trajectory.

When contacts are noncoplanar such as when they occur at

different inclined surfaces, at surfaces with different heights, or

when more than two contacts are involved in the stance, the de-

pendencies implied by (74) do not apply. For example, consider

the case of three coplanar contacts. Similar relationships as the
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ones shown in (69) and (70) can be drawn by involving three

summation terms on the RHS corresponding to the three con-

tacts. Additionally, fr = fr1 + fr2 + fr3 involves three terms,

and therefore, dependencies similar to (71) and (72) are now

more complicated. Instead, we consider the ratios

α
△
=

fr1z

frz

, β
△
=

fr2z

frz

, (1 − α − β) =
fr3z

frz

(75)

and then, using equations similar to (69) and (70), but involving

three terms on the RHS, we can write

Px = P1xα + P2xβ + P3x(1 − α − β) (76)

Py = P1yα + P2yβ + P3y (1 − α − β). (77)

In the above equations, we observe that the contact CoP’s P1 ,

P2 , and P3 enclose P (i.e., the ZMP) within their triangular

convex hull. This can be seen by plotting the solutions of P

for the set 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 − α. As a result, all the

coordinates of the CoP points can be independently manipulated

provided that they enclose the desired ZMP location.

It is also interesting to observe that the above equations reveal

the usefulness of the ZMP in coplanar contact stance. Observing

(69) and (70) for the bipedal case, we can see that when P

approaches the location of a given Pi then the normal force of the

opposing CoP becomes zero (i.e., if P = P1 , then fr2z = 0, or if

P = P2 , then fr1z = 0). Therefore, P is confined within the line

segment uniting the Pi’s to avoid violation of unilateral contact

constraints (i.e., friz ≥ 0). In the case of coplanar tricontact

stance, as defined in (76) and (77), a similar intuitive rule applies.

When P approaches a given vertex in the convex hull (i.e., P

= Pi), then the normal forces on the other two CoP’s become

zero. Moreover, when P approaches the line segments uniting

two Pi’s (i.e., the edges of the convex hull formed by the CoP’s),

then the normal force on the opposing CoP becomes zero (e.g.,

if P = P1α + P2(1 − α), then fr3z = 0). These relationships

are derived from basic exploration of the above equations. In

summary, we have demonstrated that in coplanar contact cases,

the ZMP must remain inside the convex hull of the CoP’s to

prevent violation of unilateral contact constraints.

We also consider the case where contacts are noncoplanar.

First, we study noncoplanar biped stance, e.g., a human or hu-

manoid robot standing with one foot on the floor and another

foot against the wall, or with one foot on a stair and the other

foot on the next one. The CoP’s Pi now need to be specified

as 3-D variables, since they lie on surfaces at different heights.

The question is whether there exists similar interdependencies

between CoP’s as with the case of coplanar biped contact stance.

The answer is no, they do not exist. For such cases, a ZMP, in a

general sense, can be assigned (i.e., a point in space where the

tangential moments about a desired surface vanish), but now,

such point cannot be linked to unilateral contact conditions.

Solving (68) now leads to the following equality:

Px =

n s∑

i=1

Pixfr i z

frz

−

n s∑

i=1

Pizfr i x

frz

−

n s∑

i=1

yRi
imriz

frz

(78)

Py =

n s∑

i=1

Piyfr i z

frz

−

n s∑

i=1

Pizfr i y

frz

+

n s∑

i=1

xRi
imriz

frz

(79)

Fig. 10. Feasible area of CoM placement. This image illustrates the feasible
area of CoM-static placement. The shaded triangular area shows the set of feasi-
ble locations of the horizontal components of the CoM. The vertical component
of the CoM can be arbitrarily placed as we only need to consider gravitational
forces for the static case.

where we observe that the terms Piz now appear and that there

are tangential moments in global frame induced by the normal

moments on surfaces noncoplanar to the ZMP plane. Here, we

have chosen a virtual horizontal frame to express the ZMP and

used the condition Pz = 0. Also, the variables imriz represent

the normal moments at the CoP points expressed in surface

frames, and xRi and yRi are rotational matrices from local

frames to the ZMP plane defined by the tangential coordinates

x and y.

In the above case, if the ZMP approaches the contact CoP’s,

unilateral contact constraints are not necessarily violated. Let

us consider a biped noncoplanar stance with P = P1 . This case

does not imply that fr2z is equal to zero as it was in the coplanar

case, since (78) and (79) have now moment components that

allow excursions of the ZMP beyond the convex hull.

Let us explore this case in more detail through the scenario

depicted in Fig. 10, which involves one foot placed on the wall.

We first analyze the static case where the robot’s CoM does not

move. The question is what is the set of feasible CoM locations.

In static stance, the ZMP becomes equal to the ground projection

of the CoM. This can be seen by solving (67), which leads to

the following equalities:

Px = Gx −
Gzfrx

frz

−
mcom y

frz

(80)

Py = Gy −
Gzfry

frz

+
mcomx

frz

. (81)

When the robot is not moving, frx = fry = 0, and mcom = 0.

As a result Px = Gx , and Py = Gy .

Similarly to the analysis of the feasible CoM locations dis-

cussed in Section IV, we use (47) to plot the stability area under

frictional constraints. We observe that this is not a line as it
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would be in coplanar bipedal stance. Instead, it is a triangular

region reaching behind the foot on the wall and to the sides of

the sagittal plane. Exploring (78) and (79), we observe that the

reason why the CoM can be placed behind the wall is because

there exists normal forces against the wall in the x-direction.

On the other hand, the offsets of the CoM in the y-direction

are counteracted by reaction forces in the y-direction (i.e., the

forces tangential to the wall) or by contact reaction moments in

the x-direction (i.e., moments normal to the wall).

To analyze dynamic CoM maneuvers during complex multi-

contact situations, the above equations involving the ZMP be-

come more difficult to use. For this reason, the model of (47)

derived from the virtual-linkage model appears as a strong can-

didate to study and develop dynamic and static maneuvers in all

contact situations. This model can be queried for desired CoM

maneuvers, and in combination with an optimal solver, it can

be used to estimate internal-force trajectories that comply with

frictional properties. This technique is now the next focus of our

research.

APPENDIX C

SPECIAL VIRTUAL-LINKAGE MODELS FOR BIPEDAL STANCES

Let us focus on the coplanar bipedal CoP dependencies, as

given in (68)–(74). Similarly to the dependencies associated

with dual contact behaviors described in the original virtual-

linkage model [35], the dependency between ZMP and contact

CoP’s for two-contact stance, as described previously, restricts

the number of contact moments that can be controlled. Only five

contact moments can be controlled instead of the six that would

be expected. To solve this problem, we associate a special case

of virtual-linkage model with three contact CoP coordinates

instead of four. If the set of internal moments were to contain

four tangential CoP coordinates and the normal moments, the

virtual-linkage model of (13) would be overdetermined and,

therefore, not fully controllable.

To understand this reduction, we observe that during two-

contact interactions, there exist six internal forces between the

contacts and six resultant forces associated with the robot’s CoM

behavior. Equation (13) defines the relationship between CoM

and internal forces and moments with respect to reaction forces.

The six CoM forces and moments determine the ZMP’s behav-

ior and, therefore, impose the dependencies with respect to the

CoP’s, thus limiting the number of internal moments that can

be controlled. Therefore, we define a different virtual-linkage

model for bipedal coplanar contacts involving the tension be-

tween the two contacts, the two normal moments of the contacts,

and only three out of four tangential moments (see Fig. 11).

The reduced set of internal forces and moments describing the

virtual-linkage model for bipedal contact is, therefore, equal to

Fint =

(
fint

mint

)
△
=





ft

mcop(rf )(2d)

mcop(lf )(1d)

mn(rf )

mn(lf )




ǫR6 . (82)

Fig. 11. Virtual-linkage model in bipedal stance. (a) Top view of the robot.
(b) Virtual-linkage model involving two spherical joints and one prismatic joint.
The point P is the ZMP and the points C are the contact CoP’s. As discussed
earlier, the ZMP lies on the line connecting the two CoP’s. The black and white
circles correspond to the CoMs of the feet links. To simplify the control of CoP’s,
we choose them to lie in a line parallel to the segment connecting the feet CoM’s.
(c) Six internal forces and moments that are independently controllable given
ZMP trajectories. This corresponds to one tension force, two normal moments,
and three out of four coordinates of the CoP’s.

The behavior of the CoM with respect to contact reaction forces,

as described in (12), remains the same.

The case of noncoplanar bipedal contact stance needs also

a special virtual-linkage model, since there exist also six inde-

pendent internal-force and moment quantities. However, in non-

coplanar bipedal contact stance, the four coordinates describing

the two CoP’s can now lie outside of the line connecting the

ZMP (as analyzed in Fig. 10). Therefore, two more internal

quantities besides the contact CoP’s can be independently con-

trolled. Our choice is to control the two normal moments about

the contact surfaces and ignore the tension force. Another valid

choice would be to control the tension force and one out of the

two normal moments. Our choice leads to the following spec-

ification of the virtual-linkage model for noncoplanar bipedal
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contact stance

Fint = mint
△
=





mcop(rf )(2d)

mcop(lf )(2d)

mn(rf )

mn(lf )



 ǫR6 . (83)

Once more, the behavior of the CoM with respect to contact

reaction forces described in (12) remains the same.

APPENDIX D

MATRICES FOR THE VIRTUAL-LINKAGE MODEL

In this section, we specify the algebraic expressions of the

matrices used in (8), (10), and (11) that define the internal forces

and moments of the virtual-linkage model.

First, we specify the matrices involved in the expression of

CoP moments. The matrix Ts represents the cumulative spatial

transformation matrix from global frame to surface frames. For

the sake of simplicity, it is convenient to express this matrix with

respect to a rearranged version of the vector of reaction forces

of (20), where forces and moments appear in pairs, i.e.,

Fr,f m
△
=





fr1

mr1

...

frn s

mrn s





= Sf m





fr1
...

frn s

mr1
...

mrn s





= Sf m Fr (84)

where Sf m is a selection matrix rearranging the order of the

reaction forces. Given the above rearrangement, the vector of

reaction forces on the RHS of (8) can be first premultiplied by

Sf m , and then, the cumulative spatial transformation can be

applied, i.e.,

Ts
△
=





TP 1 [0]3×6 [0]3×6 · · ·

[0]3×6 TP2
[0]3×6

...
. . .

[0]3×6 · · · [0]3×6 TPn s




· Sf m

ǫR6n s ×6n s (85)

where each component is the standard spatial transformation for

pairs of forces and moments defined by

TP i

△
= ((Gi − Pi) × RP i

|RP i
) ǫR3×6 (86)

where Gi is the position of the CoM of the ith supporting link,

Pi is its CoP point, and RP i
is the rotation matrix from global

frame to the frame oriented with respect to the surface below

the contact link. After applying the above spatial transforma-

tions, we select the tangential moments with respect to surface

tangential coordinates using the matrix

Scop
△
=





000100
000010

[0]2×6 · · ·

[0]2×6
. . .

...

... · · ·
000100
000010





ǫR2n s ×6n s . (87)

Next, we specify the matrices involved in the representation

of the 3(ns − 2) vector of tension forces. Based on (10), we first

take the 9(ns − 2) differences between pairs of linear forces.

The following matrix shows an instance of a differential matrix

for the virtual-linkage model of Fig. 4, where there exists four

contact links and six tension forces:

∆t
△
=





I −I 0 0
∣∣ 0 0 0 0

I 0 −I 0
∣∣ 0 0 0 0

I 0 0 −I
∣∣ 0 0 0 0

0 I −I 0
∣∣ 0 0 0 0

0 I 0 −I
∣∣ 0 0 0 0

0 0 I −I
∣∣ 0 0 0 0





ǫ R9(n s −2)×6n s (88)

where I is the identity matrix; in this case, it is of dimension 3 ×
3. The first row corresponds to the differential of forces between

the right hand and the left hand, the second row corresponds

to the differential between the right hand and the right foot,

the third row corresponds to the differential between the right

hand and the left foot, etc., until we express the six tension

differentials.

The rotation matrix Rt takes differential forces expressed in

global frame and rotates them along the links of the virtual-

linkage model using the following expression for the case of

Fig. 4:

Rt =





R12 0 0 0 0 0
0 R13 0 0 0 0
0 0 R14 0 0 0
0 0 0 R23 0 0
0 0 0 0 R24 0
0 0 0 0 0 R34





(89)

ǫR9(n s −2)×9(n s −2)

Rij =





x̂T
ij

ŷ T
ij

ẑ T
ij










x̂ij =
P i −Pj

‖P i −Pj ‖

ŷij = (−x̂ij (2) x̂ij (1) 0 )T

ẑij = x̂ij × ŷij .

(90)
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which result on the x-component aligned with the links. To ob-

tain the tension forces, all is needed is to select the x-directions

using the selection matrix

St
△
=





1 0 0 [0]1×3 [0]1×3 · · ·

[0]1×3 1 0 0 [0]1×3

...
. . .

[0]1×3 · · · [0]1×3 1 0 0





ǫR3(n s −2)×9(n s −2) . (91)

Finally, we specify the matrices involved in the expression

of normal moments of (11). We note that it involves a spatial

transformation from global frame to surface local frames using

the previous definition of Ts . However, this time we choose

the normal-moment components using the following selection

matrix also specify for the particular case of Fig. 4:

Sn
△
=





0 · · · 01 [0]1×6 [0]1×6 [0]1×6

[0]1×6 0 · · · 01 [0]1×6 [0]1×6

[0]1×6 [0]1×6 0 · · · 01 [0]1×6

[0]1×6 [0]1×6 [0]1×6 0 · · · 01





ǫRn s ×6n s . (92)
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